
Do you want to…

program multiple impingers to one remote? 
Follow the steps above using the same remote
for each impinger.

unpair a remote to an impinger?
Pair that impinger with a different remote by
following the steps above.

First, the light will blink from green to red.
Next, the light will go green again.
Last, after a few seconds, the light will flash green three times.
Now, you can remove the pin.

Insert the pin into the internal programming port (small hole at top left -                          
see Figure A) and hold until the light blinks green 3 times. Here’s what you   
 should see:
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PART A - Getting Started

PART B - Preparing the Impinger Figure A 

Pin

Figure B 

Remote

Items that can 
be used for a pinPART C - Programming the Remote to the Impinger

    Start with the impinger facing the same direction as Figure A.
    The LED power button on the impinger should be OFF (depressed).
    Insert four (4) new AA batteries. A steady green light will glow (upper right side).
    Locate a pin to utilize in Part B. See Figure B for pin options.
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Re-insert the pin the internal programming port to make the light go red.  
Remove the pin, then press and hold remote button “A” until the light flickers
green and the impinger automatically turns on.
You can now turn the impinger off with remote button “B.”

After Pairing is Complete: Don’t Mix Power Sources

A mix of pushing the LED power button on the impinger AND the remote
is not supported. You should only utilize the remote -OR- the LED power
button on the impinger for turning the unit both ON and OFF.

Example: Manually pushing the LED power button on the impinger to
turn the unit ON will not allow you to turn the impinger OFF with the
remote and vice versa.
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How will you know if the remote has not been programmed previously?
When you press the A or B button on the remote, the green light on the impinger will flicker,
and you will see a red light below the flickering green light.

The impinger is programmed to the correct mode but not paired with the remote yet. 

The impinger is now successfully paired with the remote.
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ALWAYS REMOVE BATTERIES when not in use
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